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INTRODUCTION

Todays’ presenters
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John Williams

Head of Hydrogen Expertise Cluster 

John Williams leads the hydrogen team and the development of
AFRY’s hydrogen advisory services. He has over 25 years’ experience
in competitive energy markets covering market design liberalisation,
due diligence and market analysis.

As the Principal for business development in China, Jennifer has been deeply 
involved in many transactions for Chinese clients in acquisition of overseas 
assets, as well as market analysis, market entry and hydrogen services.

Jennifer Cui, 

Principal, Business Development, China

Stefano Andreola

Senior Consultant, UK

Stefano experience spans across commercial aspects of hydrogen and 
ammonia production, consumption and transportation technologies. He 
leads the development of AFRY’s hydrogen economic model.

Amanda Zhang has 8 years of experience in the field of renewable energy 
in China. Since joining AFRY in 2018, she has participated and managed a 
number of projects, including transaction due diligence, market and policy 
analyses, market entry strategy, power market risk management, and 
power market design.

Amanda Zhang

Consultant, China
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In 2019 ÅF and Pöyry 
became AFRY

− In February 2019 ÅF and Pöyry joined forces in order to 
become an international engineering, design and advisory 
company, driving digitalisation and sustainability for the 
energy, infrastructure and industrial sectors all over the 
world.

− In November 2019 ÅF Pöyry launched a new common 
brand, AFRY. The name is a combination of the letters in ÅF 
and Pöyry: AF+RY [eɪːfɹi]

− With a strong focus on sustainable solutions we bring the 
best from ÅF and Pöyry into the new brand AFRY.
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ABOUT AFRY MANAGEMENT CONSULTING

Globally AFRY Management Consulting brings an unparalleled footprint, with 
over 300 energy market consultants across 20 offices
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Consulting office

Market coverage

100+

60+

300+

Market coverage with modelling and 
analysis on 60+ key energy markets 
globally

20+

Client base of over 100 global energy 
players using our price projections for 
their investment decisions

Network of more than 300 dedicated 
energy market specialists

Footprint in more than 20 global 
locationsAFRY



ABOUT AFRY MANAGEMENT CONSULTING

In China our multi-disciplinary team in Beijing brings local insights as well as  
access to AFRY’s recognized global expertise
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Name/Title Expertise

Electricity market design, 
regulation, strategy, due 
diligence

Christian Romig
Head of Management 
Consulting, China

Business development, project 
management, client relationship 
management

Jennifer Cui
Principal – Business 
Development

Electricity market modelling, due 
diligence, strategy, market 
design, market analysis

Rob Lee
Senior Consultant

Renewable energy policy design, 
strategy, due diligence, electric 
vehicles

Zhang Miao
Consultant

Biomass and bio-fuel feedstock 
markets, forestry industry, 
market analysis, strategy

Gao Ya
Principal

Biomass and bio-fuel feedstock 
markets, paper industry, market 
analysis, strategy

Meng Yunlan
Consultant

Due diligence, strategy, gas 
markets

Eric Lee
Consultant

Electric vehicles, strategy, due 
diligence, market research

Dac Hao Liang
Consultant

Market modelling, data analytics, 
due diligence

Michael Chee
Analyst

Name/Title Expertise

Market modelling, data analytics, 
market analysis

Xu Zheng
Analyst

Name/Title Expertise

Strategy, due diligence
Matt Brown
Vice President

Strategy, thermal power, power 
trading, due diligence

Andy Houston
Director

Strategy, due diligence, 
renewable energy policy design

Andy Kelly
Senior Principal

Project Supervision

• Operating in China since the 1970s;

• China company established in 
2005;

• China offices in Beijing, Shanghai, 
Chengdu and Jinan;

• Over 100 project professionals in 
country;

• Coverage of all of China’s provincial 
energy markets;

• Coverage of 15 key energy markets 
in Asia, alongside in specialist 
teams in Bangkok and Manila.

AFRY in China

Gas and oil markets, market 
design, strategy and commercial 
issues

John Williams
Senior Principal

Electricity market design, 
regulation, strategy

Stephen 
Woodhouse
DirectorAFRY



AFRY offers a range of services from concept studies to project implementation

AFRY INVOLVEMENT IN HYDROGEN

SCOPE IN SELECTED AFRY PROJECTS

Strategy and Analytical Support

− Hydrogen strategy
− Market screening
− Evaluation of technology maturity
− Investment opportunity assessment and business case analysis
− Detailed modelling of decarbonisation pathways
− Hydrogen economics and business case evaluations

SELECTED CLIENTS WITH HYDROGEN REFERENCE PREOJECTS
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Project Initiation

− Business model development for hydrogen 
− Concept development of the hydrogen electrolysis plant 
− Design od commercial offtake agreements
− Set up of consortium in multi-player projects with offtakers/hydrogen 

distribution and equipment manufacturers
− Full projects and business plan development

Project Implementation

− Application for government support schemes
− Arrangement of financing and reach financial closure
− Pre and feasibility studies , conceptual design and validation
− Detailed design and engineering
− Owner’s engineer services, including independent HAZOP and HAZID studies
− Performance modelling, including RAMS studies
− Integration of different renewable technologies into green Hydrogen projects
− Optimisation of operations within commercial regimeAFRY
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WHY HYDROGEN? WHY NOW?

Hydrogen is the capstone of deep decarbonisation 
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▪ Global interest in the potential for hydrogen to play a key 
role in

▪ Industry

▪ Transport

▪ Power/ sector coupling

▪ Heat

▪ Different drivers at play depending on region

▪ Decarbonisation in Europe

▪ Energy security in Asia

▪ Export potential in MENA,  Chile and Australia

EU CO2 EMISSIONS

AFRY



WHY HYDROGEN? WHY NOW?

Hydrogen’s role is in applications where there are few options to achieve 
decarbonisation

− Existing industrial feedstock for refineries, 
ammonia and other chemicals production

− New process uses in steel manufacturing

− Replacement of fossil fuels for process high 
temperature heat
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No alternatives for deep decarbonisation of industry M
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Electrification may be possible but not with
current technology 

− Heavy trucks and long-haul freight

− Public transport in busses and trains

− Maritime and shipping (H2 and ammonia)

− Aviation (synfuels and direct H2 use)

− Space heating with hydrogen boilers to 
replace gas and other fossil fuels

− Hybrid heat pumps
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Electrification possible with heat pumps but not 100%

− Energy storage and Power-to-X

− Direct H2 use in CCGTs

− Enabler of more intermittent RES

− Fuel cells
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No alternatives for seasonal storage of energy
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WHY HYDROGEN? WHY NOW?

Global key countries/regions in hydrogen developments
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1) From RES     2) From SMR-CCS     3) From methane pyrolysis     4) Pol itical stabi lity remains a risk in majority of countries – concentration in selected countries is l ikely
Source: AFRY

USA: equipment, financing
• RES and electrolysis equipment
• H2 application equipment
• Investment capital and financing
• No or marginal H2: no pipeline

connection, national demand

Norway: gases and liquids
• Coastal on-shore RES
• Green1) and  blue2) H2

• Low-carbon ammonia

• Transport by pipeline or ship

Russia: Exports
• Blue2) and turquoise3) H2

• Low-carbon ammonia

• Transport by pipeline or ship

China: equipment
• RES and electrolysis equipment
• H2 application equipment

• No or marginal H2: no pipeline 
connection, national demand

Gulf region: Exports
• PV RES power
• Green1), blue2) and turquoise3) H2

• Low-carbon ammonia
• Default transport by ship –

pipeline construction possible

Northern Africa4): Exports
• Coastal on-shore and PV RES
• Green1), blue2) and turquoise3) H2

• Low-carbon ammonia
• Transport by pipeline or ship

Australia: Exports
• Hydrogen production potential 

(wind, PV) exceeds national 
demand

• Transport by ship, comparatively
high transport cost

South-West America: Exports
• Hydrogen production potential 

(wind) exceeds national demand
• Transport by ship, comparatively

high transport cost

Japan/Korea : Imports
• Hydrogen demand centre
• Imports of hydrogen and 

ammonia

EU: Imports
• Own green and blue supply
• Import requirements from 

multiple regions
• Pipeline and ships

AFRY



WHY HYDROGEN? WHY NOW?

Hydrogen production costs vary by region driven by gas and renewables 
costs
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Source: IEA, 2019

HYDROGEN PRODUCTION COST RANGES BY REGION − There is a wide range in hydrogen production costs driven by

− Technology type

− Resource/fuel cost

− Green hydrogen is currently the most expensive but cost 
reductions will be achieved through scale-up of electrolysis 
production

− Cheapest Green hydrogen production will be in those regions 
that have very good renewable resource and therefore 
increased electrolyser utilisation to bring down costs

− Certain regions that have very good low-cost renewables will 
become hydrogen exporters

− Middle East

− North Africa

− Chile

− Could China also become a hydrogen exporter to countries 
such as Japan that has very high production costs and an 
import dependency?AFRY
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EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS

Based on AFRY’s studies, hydrogen can play an important role in Europe’s 
energy(1) decarbonisation
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1. Industrial feedstock not included

Total H2 demand in 
2050 

c. 2,000 TWh

Total H2 demand in 
2050 

c. 4,000 TWh

Total H2 demand in 
2050 

c. 4,800 TWh

Total H2 demand in 
2050 

c. 1,000 TWh

Central 
assumptions 
round CAPEX 
development 
for all 
technologies

Introduced 
pyrolysis 
technology and 
assumptions 
about lower 
hydrogen 
production 
costs. Limited 
CCS availability

Low hydrogen 
production 
costs to 
develop a ‘high’ 
hydrogen case

Increased 
electrification 
through higher 
heat pumps 
efficiency and 
electrification of 
high 
temperature 
heat

MULTICLIENT STUDY 2018 ZUKUNFT ERDGAS 2019 OIL AND GAS MAJOR 2019 IBERDROLA 2020

AFRY



Industrial feedstock sector demand for hydrogen as a remains stable to 2050  
due an increased in hydrogen demand to produce steel

EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR HYDROGEN FEEDSTOCK DEMAND

− Work that AFRY has undertaken for Agora Energiewende 
demonstrates that European hydrogen feedstock demand 
remains stable to 2050

− There is a drop off in demand for hydrogen in refineries

− This is replaced by growth of demand in the steel sector 
where hydrogen replaces coke as the reducing agent

− It is also possible that ammonia demand/or methanol 
demand will increase as the maritime sector decarbonises

− Industrial demand here does not show any use of hydrogen 
in high temperature heat

INDUSTRIAL DEMAND FOR HYDROGEN
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https://www.agora-energiewende.de/en/publications/no-regret-hydrogen/AFRY

https://www.agora-energiewende.de/en/publications/no-regret-hydrogen/


National governments have also set their objectives and have announced 
budgets for support funding

EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS
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Germany Hydrogen Strategy

− 5 GW electrolyser capacity by 
2030

− > €9Bn in funding to 2026

− Carbon CfD in development

France Hydrogen Strategy

− Transport and industry are key 
sectors

− > €7Bn in funding to 2030

− 6.5GW electrolyser capacity by 2030

Netherlands Klimaatakkoord

− 4 GW electrolyser capacity by 
2030

− €35Mn per annum

− Green and Blue H2

Spain Hydrogen Strategy

− 4GW electrolyser capacity by 
2030

− €8.9Bn in funding 

− 2030 target for 25% share of 
industry demand

Portugal Hydrogen Strategy

− 2GW electrolyser capacity by 
2030

− €7Bn in funding 

− Sines 1GW H2 project 

UK 10 point plan

− £4Bn investment required

− CCS supported with £1Bn in 4 clusters

− 5GW target for low carbon hydrogen 
production

Poland Hydrogen Strategy

− 2 GW electrolyser capacity by 2030

− 1 Billion PLN in funding

Italy Hydrogen Strategy (Draft)

− 5 GW electrolyser capacity by 2030

− €5 Bn in funding

− Target of 2% penetration on final energy 
demand

Finland Hydrogen Roadmap

− Part of the national energy and 
climate strategy

− Production and use of low-carbon 
hydrogen in synthetic fuels, steel, 
logistics

Norway Hydrogen Strategy

− Maritime transport is the key focus

− Low-carbon (SMR+CCS) and 
renewable hydrogen are supported

EU Hydrogen Strategy

• 40 GW electrolyser capacity by 2030

• > €450Bn in funding

• Industrial and transport lead marketsAFRY



EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS

Huge investments required in RES and hydrogen value chain to deliver EU 
ambitions
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2020 2031 20502025

EU HYDROGEN ROADMAP

6GW 
Electrolyser 

capacity

1 Million tonnes H2

~40TWh

+11GW 
offshore 
wind 1,2

+115GW 
offshore 
wind 1,2

Equivalent to 
installed

RES in Germany

This would only meet today’s EU hydrogen demand

40GW 
Electrolyser 

capacity

>50 Million tonnes H2

~2500 TWh

Cumulative investments > €450Bn

10 Million tonnes H2

~400 TWh

500GW 3

Electrolyser 
capacity

+700GW 
offshore 
wind 1

Equivalent to 70% of 
total EU installed 

capacity 2020

Notes: 1) Based on AFRY estimates
2) Requires grid balancing and/or battery storage to achieve load factors based on electrolyser capacity and producti on targets
3) Used in EU hydrogen strategy to determine investment needed by 2050

2021-06-30 |
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Strategic investors involved in many of the projects

EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS

Note: Quotes are from various sources
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Blue H2 

(Fossils with CCS)

Green H2

(Electrolysis from RES and nuclear)

H-VISION
“Blue hydrogen to accelerate 
carbon-low industry”

MAGNUM
“Vattenfall aims for carbon-
free gas power”

SINES
“Portugal negotiates with 
Netherlands mega hydrogen 
plant in Sines”

HYNET 
“Project receives major 
Government funding boosts”

FREDERICA REFINERY
“Shell to build Europe's largest green 
hydrogen plant in Denmark”

REFHYNE
“… at the forefront of the effort to supply 
Clean Refinery Hydrogen for Europe”

HYBRIDGE
“Amprion and OGE push ahead with
‘Hybridge’ power-to-gas project”

H2FUTURE
“…to build Europe's largest electrolysis 
plants for green hydrogen”

PORT JEROME
“…hydrogen is produced for the 
neighbouring refinery - has an annual 
capture capacity of 100,000 tonnes of 
CO₂”

H2 Energy
“Thanks to green hydrogen, the link between 
the electricity and mobility sectors is becoming 
an economic reality in Switzerland”

NORTH2
“Europe’s largest green hydrogen project 
starts in Groningen”

AIR LIQUIDE, ENGIE & H2V
“…over time its production will reach 
500 000 tons (of hydrogen) per year”

H2RES
“Ørsted and partners secure funding for 
renewable hydrogen project”

H2 LINGEN REFINERY
“This has the potential to play an important role 
in the development of a hydrogen economy, in 
Germany and beyond.”

HYBRIT
“an initiative that endeavours to 
revolutionize steel-making”

H2 SARDINIA
“Creation of a hydrogen island

NET ZERO HUMBER
Hydrogen and CCS industrial cluster

H21
“…gives the UK a unique opportunity
to lead the world in large scale 

decarbonisation strategies”

OVERVIEW OF MOST ADVANCED PROJECTS & KEY PLAYERS IN EUROPE

AFRY



German electrolysis ramp-up is substantial – still, the large majority of 
future hydrogen will need to be imported

EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS

COMMENT

− Germany’s national hydrogen 
strategy aims at supplying 28 
TWh of renewable hydrogen by 
2040 via 10 GW of RES-coupled 
electrolyser capacity

− AFRY estimates based on the 
Dena Leitstudie TM95 and EL95 
pathways indicate significant 
demand for low-carbon hydrogen 
by 2050

− The 10 GW electrolyser capacity 
covers only 6% to 7% of 
expected demand

LOW-CARBON HYDROGEN SUPPLY AND DEMAND PARAMETERS GERMANY1)
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1) Includes Hydrogen contained in SynGas 2) Hydrogen supply derived from national hydrogen strategy  3) Projections based on dena TM95 mod. and EL95 mod.
Source: AFRY

112

14

2030

28
14

28

2040 2050

111

28

189 199

28

497

641

Hydrogen supply2) Hydrogen demand 
(Energetic)3)

Hydrogen demand 
(Non-energetic)3)

95-100 TWh

160-180 TWh

460-620 TWh

Import needsAFRY



EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS

Germany started developing energy partnerships with a focus on hydrogen 
and plans to spend 2 billion EUR on international cooperation
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1) Economic Community of West African States 2) Southern African Development Community

Gulf Region:
• Cooperation regarding generation, 

processing, use and 
transportation of clean H2

Canada:
• MOU signed in March 2021
• Collaboration on clean H2, its 

derivatives and potential 
applications; identify pot. 
cooperation projects on 
production, usage and trade

Africa:
• Development of potential analysis 

„H2 Atlas Africa“ ongoing
• Analysis covers the ECOWAS1) and 

SADC region2)

South Korea:
• MOU signed in December 2019
• Cooperation with regards to 

renewable hydrogen and 
knowledge transfer in the area of 
hydrogen mobility

Japan:
• MOU signed in June 2019
• Collaboration on Power-to-X 

technologies and hydrogen 
production

Ukraine:
• MOU signed in August 2020
• Goal: collaborate on Power-to-X 

technologies and hydrogen 
production

Chile:
• MOU signed in April 2019
• Collaboration on Power-to-X 

technologies and renewable 
hydrogen

Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia:
• Assessment of Power-to-X 

opportunities and potential for 
renewable hydrogen supply

2021-06-30 |
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The MENA region has strong resource potential for both solar and wind, 
lowering the price of electricity & in turn, green hydrogen production

MENA DEVELOPMENTS

THE IMPORTANCE OF STRONG RES RESOURCE

− The MENA region holds a much higher solar load 
factor than the EU and as a result can produce 
significantly cheaper green hydrogen.

− The competitive advantage of cheaper hydrogen 
production cost over Europe positions MENA as a 
prime region to export hydrogen to the growing 
import market in the EU.

− The location of the renewable energy plant can 
be crucial for the LCOH of the unit as it can 
represent a high proportion of the final cost in 
the case of solar PV.

− In the short term LCOH can range from less than 
€3/kgH2 to almost €9/kgH2 depending on the 
location.
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Source: AFRY Management Consulting Analysis.
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LEVELIZED COST OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION POWERED BY SOLAR 
ENERGY IN 2025 (EUR/KGH2, REAL 2019)

MENA

Solar PV

Alk & Solar - 25% Alk CAPEX reduction

SMR (Natural Gas) in Spain

Europe
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The MENA region has strong resource potential for both solar and wind, 
lowering the price of electricity & in turn, green hydrogen production

MENA DEVELOPMENTS

THE IMPORTANCE OF STRONG RES RESOURCE

− The MENA region holds a much higher solar load 
factor than the EU and as a result can produce 
significantly cheaper green hydrogen.

− The competitive advantage of cheaper hydrogen 
production cost over Europe positions MENA as a 
prime region to export hydrogen to the growing 
import market in the EU.

− The location of the renewable energy plant can 
be crucial for the LCOH of the unit as it can 
represent a high proportion of the final cost in 
the case of solar PV.

− In the long term LCOH can range from less than 
€1.5/kgH2 to €4/kgH2 depending on the location.

HYDROGEN COST IN THE LONG TERM
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Source: IEA (2019). The Future of Hydrogen AFRY



MENA DEVELOPMENTS

As the cost of hydrogen production falls the MENA region is set to become a 
global export hub for hydrogen
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Source: AFRY Management Consulting Analysis
Assumptions: MENA region includes: Morocco, UAE, Algeria & Saudi Arabia. The production costs in each country have been avera ged for this chart.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Electrolysis (Solar PV)

1.08SMR (’grey hydrogen’)

EUR/kg H2

Electrolysis (Onshore Wind)

1.43

1.57

Fuel / Electricity Capex Opex 

PROJECTED HYDROGEN PRODUCTION COSTS IN THE MENA 
REGION, 2030

COMMENTARY

− Hydrogen produced by electrolysis & solar PV is the most 
competitive with SMR produced hydrogen in the short term

− As gas prices fall in the petro-states of UAE and Saudi Arabia 
the price of grey hydrogen also declines

− The Middle East has a track record for reducing power project 
costs through scale, structuring and a supportive environment 
for infrastructure development

− Steam reforming remains a competitive method of producing 
hydrogen from natural gas. This price may rise if the 
introduction of a domestic carbon price or ‘low carbon’ 
hydrogen 

AFRY



Key targets and project announcements in MENA suggest that infrastructure 
and R&D for the hydrogen industry is already set for growth

MENA DEVELOPMENTS

Note: Quotes are from various sources; PSA stands for pressure swing adsorption 

27

Legend

Blue H2 

(Fossils with CCS)

Green H2

(Electrolysis from renewables)

Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum 
Solar Park + electrolysis
“DEWA to build a solar-driven hydrogen 
plant”

Duqm Hyport, electrolyser
“DEME Concessions and Omani 
partners to build 250-500MW 
electrolyser”

NEOM, electrolyser + ammonia plant
“Renewable powered plant able to deliver 650 tonnes of 
hydrogen per day and 1.2 millions tonnes of ammonia per 
year (COD 2025)”

Desertec
“Morocco is part of Desertec, a large-scale 
project that aims at exporting renewable 
electricity and green hydrogen from North 
Africa to Europe”

Jubail, ammonia plant with CCS 
“In 2020, Aramco has shipped a 40-tonne cargo of blue 
ammonia to Japan”

Grey H2 

(Fossils)

Jazan IGCC with onsite H2 production
“Técnicas Reunidas to develop an IGCC in Jazan. The gasification unit 
will have a capacity of 18.4bcm/year. The syngas will be used evenly 
to produce pure H2 and power a 2.4GW CCGT”

Jubail, new SMR and PSA plant
“Air Products Qudra to build a SMR plant and 
PSA units to recover H2 from off-gases”

COPYRIGHT@AFRY | AFRY HYDROGEN ACTIVITY JUNE 2021

Tatweer, electrolyser + ammonia plant
ACME and Tatweer signed MOU to set up a 
renewable powered plant capable of 
producing 2,200 million tonnes of green 
ammonia per day

2021-06-30 |
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MENA DEVELOPMENTS

A range of industries and large players are set to offtake hydrogen 
increasing local demand & exports are also set to rise in the MENA region
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1. Pure Hydrogen represents demand for hydrogen that is used in appl ications with only small levels of additives or contamina nts tolerated. | 2. IEA, Global demand for pure 
hydrogen, 1975-2018

Chemicals Refining
Industrial 

applications

Electricity 
sector

Heat sector
Transport 

sector

Industry Company Country

Refinery OCP Group Morocco

Petro Rabigh, Saudi
Aramco

Saudi Arabia

ADNOC Oil UAE

Electrolyser IRESEN Morocco

ACWA Power & NEOM Saudi Arabia

Ammonia ONHYM, IRESEN, MASEN 
& ONEE

Morocco

ACWA Power, ENEOS & 
NEOM

Saudi Arabia

Helios, ADNOC fertilizers UAE

Sonatrach, Fertiberia Algeria

Transport Hyzon & NEOM Saudi Arabia

CURRENT APPLICATIONS OF HYDROGEN IN MENA

FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF HYDROGEN IN MENA

AFRY
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OPPORTUNITIES

AFRY expects the growth in the hydrogen market to create opportunities for 
investors within both regions
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End-use applications
European markets will use hydrogen for industry such as decarbonizing steel production, the 
chemical industry & refineries

Transport industry
AFRY expects the heavy transport industry to use hydrogen to decarbonize in countries with 
strong decarbonization targets

Production and transportation infrastructure
A range of technologies to produce hydrogen (grey, green, blue) as well as transport infrastructure in 
ports and pipeline expansion are required for the hydrogen industry to expand 

Ammonia & fertilizer production
The production of ammonia and fertilizers is one of the pre-existing uses for hydrogen that is set to 
increase, primarily as grey hydrogen is replaced by green in developing countries

District heating & cooling
Hydrogen can be used in heating and cooling homes via a fuel cell or hydrogen boiler, as well as 
blended with natural gas in traditional gas-fired boilers

Renewable flexibility through hydrogen storage
As the share of renewables increases in many countries energy mix, green hydrogen provides a way 
to store this energy over longer periods of time than current battery technologies.
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